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Risk management – Challenging the other view on the system in today's Russia 

The paper deals with risk management and in this sense with the aspect of it figured out as the other to 

the organization and its members. In companies, risk managers have the task of protecting the 

organization from potential dangers of a financial, technical, ecological, societal, or legal nature and to 

develop strategies to protect against risk-related failures. Using an example from the Russian 

metallurgical industry the papers explores ‘risk management’ as the big O-Other in any company – 

according to its function to be inside the organization, but to observe the organizational system from 

outside at the same time. 

Risk management has the task to bring to light of risks in verifying institutional and sometimes invisible 

‘walls’ which protect the organization of facing with challenges and change issues. The uncertainty of 

unknown risks is always present and the anxiety of not being able to cope with it, too. Therefore, risk 

managers shake the protecting walls seeking for flaws, weak sides and vulnerabilities of the system – many 

of which are imaginary dangers of otherness what makes it reasonable to equip risk managers with tools of 

working through social defenses emerging from all sides of these walls. This is even more the case in 

countries like Russia whose management trainees are very often educated abroad in the mentality 

environment of otherness. Returning back home, their Europeanized ‘language’ has to be translated to the 

‘language’ of Russian teams, and they might be not so familiar with the actual wishes and prohibitions of 

the staff and their companies’ missions and cultures. This way Russia produces specific conflictual risks for 

its companies. Besides, the regime is sustaining stability by slowing down any innovations.  In order to be 

able to compete successfully on the world markets, Russian companies need to find loopholes in the wall 

which is now– not for the first time – is building up around the country. “Within these turbulent 

environments, the ability to sustain a primary task definition of the organization with its boundaries breaks 

down along with the organization’s sovereignty”(Boxer 2013a). The specific understanding of risk in Russia 
also concerns the population of the country that is paradoxically becoming  hostile and alien to the state 

though it would seem still being consuming population to be cared for economic reasons. For example, the 

Ural metallurgical corporation that is affiliated with the government used a new church construction (as 

part of the policy of «strengthening of bonds»), actually hide developer`s business project at the very 

popular among citizen recreation zone.  Naturally, that leads to conflicts between the company and the 

citizens. Symbolically, the violent opposition between corporation/government and “more innovative” in 

social meaning citizens started from breaking the wall around the construction field. The corporation found 

itself in the situation of multiple pressure: it could not fulfill the state ideological order, caused unwanted 

social tensions and did not perform their commercial tasks. All these risks could be calculated. Thus the 

tasks of coaching risk management nowadays in Russia are becoming more challenging. “The 

psychoanalytic device in clinical terms requires that the practicing analyst situate himself in a marginal 

place; that is, outside the visual field of the analysand, almost like a left-over or an object that reserves for 

the patient, the place of a subject.”(Horenstein 2018) Might this be the strategy we are looking for? The 

paper will work out best practice and strategies in coping with the risks emerging from real and imaginary 

otherness beyond the walls that both run through and surround organizations. 
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